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Transcript by Les MacPhie of three closely spaced typed pages of text representing an
account by James McNutt of the early history of Oak island and of the drilling by the
Halifax Company carried out in December 1866 and January 1867
…. to dig in the clover patch at the ten feet found a teir of wood and the pit to be 12 feet in
diameter. At twenty another teir of wood, at 30 feet a teir of hued timber and the pick marks
was clearly to be seen on the hard sides. By this time the work was to hard for four men to
carry on. They tried to get their neighbours to join them but could not induce them to do so from
a superticious dread.
Matters stood thus for seven years when Simeon Lynds of Onslow Colchester County
happened to call at the house of Mr. Vaughn and was informed of the circumstances, went
home and formed a joint stock company and resumed the work at 30 feet where the others left
off. At 40 feet a teir of charecoal, at 50 feet a teir of smooth stones from the beach with figures
and letters cut on them, at 60 feet a teir of manilla grass and the rind of a coconut, at 70 feet a
teir of putty, at eighty feet a stone 3 feet long and 1 foot square with figures and letters cut on it,
and it was free stone being different from any on that coast. They having reached the depth of
95 feet on a Saturday night, they pushed down an iron bar and struck wood on the east side at
98 feet. They left off work leaving their tools in the pit but on returning on Monday morning
found the pit filled with water to within 34 feet.of the surface or tide level. They tried pumping
and bailing but to no effect. They then sunk a pit to the south of the treasure pit thinking to
tunnell under but this failed.
This company then gave up. Matters stood until 1849 when the people of Colchester formed
another company. During this time the owner of the ground had filled up both pits. They
cleared out the treasure pit down 86 feet when the water drove them out leaving their tools in
the pit. They then procured the services of an experienced miner, and a mining auguer, and
errected a platform at 34 feet from the surface at tide level. The first four or five holes were
bored to about 106 feet f'rom the surface. The first hole was made a little to the west of the
center of the pit. The remaining holes was all made a little further east of each other.
In boring the first and second holes, no indications of any thing but earth and stones was
discovered. Then, in boring the remaining holes, two oak planks were passed through of the
thickness of 4 inches and about 3 feet apart. A sort of grass was brought up by the auger, the
same as found in the pit at 60 feet and a substance white in colour and much resembling putty.
Then out of the most eastren or last hole bored, three peices of wire which was copper were
brought up by the auguer. Then, in boring the last hole, there was a peice of a stave brought
also up by the auger and the auger passed through at one time a spruce stick or plank. They
left several pods belonging to the auger in the wood 98 feet and downwards.
They then commenced to search along the shore for a drain. They found at the shore in the
cove a place where the stones had been removed along the shore. They then commenced
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between high and low water marks and, after clearing off the dirt and sand, found a pit covered
with the same kind or grass and coconut rind as found at 60 feet in the pit. And also .brought up
with the auger underneath the grass. The pit was filled with broken stone nicely laid in arches
running out below low water mark.
They then built a dam but from some mistake it did not penitrate far enough out into the bay and
was almost useless. But it proved that here was the mouth of the drain or inlet to the treasure
pit. A storm coming on it was broken up.
They then commenced and sunk a pit about 100 feet from the dam in a straight line with the
treasure pit. At 75 feet struck the drain. They drove spiles into it which slackened the water
considerable in the treasure pit but not enough to resume work. They then sunk pits, one to the
east one to the north and one to the west of treasure pit but no indications of a drain was
discovered.
In 1854 this company failed and matters again stood untill 1861 when Truro formed another joint
stock company. They sunk another pit 115 feet deep in search of a drain but failed to strike it.
They then tunnelled to a pit sunk on the east of the treasure pit. There being a communication
with the treasure pit, the superintendent also tunnelled the pit on the west of the treasure pit, but
he thinking it best to enter the money pit below the lowest plank found in boring. They then put
on 63 men and 33 horses to the work of bailing, working 4 large 70 gallon casks in the pit sunk
that year, four in treasure pit and 4 in the pit on the west.
The treasure pit had been filled up to within 60 feet of the surface. Commenced at 2 o’clock on
Tuesday morning. Worked in the treasure pit untill Thursday afternoon having reached the
depth of 80 feet in the treasure pit when the tunnell from the west pit closed up with soft clay out
of the treasure pit causing the water to rise so that the men had to leave treasure pit and clear
the tunnel.
The men worked in the tunnel untill 7 o'clock Friday morning when there came a tremendous
rush of soft mud again out of the treasure pit filling the pit on the west some feet. They then
made another effort to clear the pit on the west and tunnelled and found one piece of Juniper
with the bark on cut at each end with an edge tool, one piece of oak 6 inch in diameter and 3
feet long cut at each end, a spruce slab with a mining augur hole in it, also a peice of a stick
chiped with the appearance of the plank resting on it, also oak chips and manilla grass and two
large smooth stones that had been taken off the surface of the earth.
The men worked in the tunnell untill Saturday at 4 o’ clock P.M. when there came a third rush of
clay through the tunnell from the treasure pit and those persons that was standing at the
treasure pit head observed the bottom to sink a number feet. The cribbing in the treasure pit
gave way from the bottom been removed and caved in. The men procured a steam engine and
pumps and sunk a pit 107 feet deep for the pumps having the idea that the drain entered the
money pit at 100 feet from the surface. They then commenced and cribed the treasure pit again
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at 90 feet. They found the 1849 companys tools at 100 feet, the tools left by the Onslow
company. They also reached the last teir of cribing at 90 feet thus showing that the old cribing
had not been removed at the time of the rush and the wood that came through the tunnell at the
rush of' mud belonged to the wood struck with the augur and with the iron bar by the Onslow
company.
Having reached the depth of 103 being the bottom of the tunnell to the pumping pit and no signs
of the drain, the sea water still coming up from below. They then sunk a pit near the one spiled
with timber some years before thinking to tunnel under the drain but was unsuccessful. They
then cleared off the sand at cove and covered the stone work with clay which stoped the water
in a great measure but the tide washed it off. And the pumping shaft, not being deep enough,
they ·sunk another pit 100 feet southeast of treasure pit and 20 feet south of a straight line with
the treasure pit and the cove. After sinking 120 feet for the pumps, they drove two tunnells
north and south each way, the bottom of the lowest 106 feet. They commenced and run one
down towards the shore and this was unsuccessfull.
They then run a tunnell up to the treasure pit and struck it at 108 and found the hard bottom of
pit on the west side cribing it down to the hard bottom. They run a tunnell round the bottom of
the treasure pit outside of the cribbing clearing out all the soft mud and picks marks could be
distinctly seen on the hard sides. They found a pit running down at the east side and all the
water coming up from below but nothing of the oak plank bored through nor any or the sand that
filled the buckets in bailing thus showing that the treasure had been rigged on a trap and at the
time of the soft mud rush into the pit through the tunnell on the west had went down this hole on
the east side.
They then built a large dam at the cove at the shore 375 feet long, 12 feet high, 120 feet below
high water mark which was unsuccessfull.
They then bored down riging a platform at 108 feet.
Nov. 26, 1866. Started hole at bottom of money pit close to east side 3½ feet from north east
corner. Boring through a pipe or tube 5 inch in diameter. Set it at an angle diping 1 foot in 10 to
east, 1 foot in 12 to north.
Nov. 27, Struck wood spruce 2 feet below bottom or pit.
Nov. 28 and 29, Boring through course gravell and soft clay alternately down 16 feet.
Dec. 3, Boring through soft clay and blue mud, below 18 feet clay becomes more sandy and
dry, at 20 feet water commenced to flow up the tube carrying up clay, gravel and stones as
large as would come up through tube, also chips of wood and coconut fiber and a considerable
amount of what appeared to be charcoal.
Dec. 4, Water continued to flow untill the pipe was drove down 2 or 5 feet, it stoped flowing.
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Dec. 5, Boring through soft clay, no water in the tube at 24 feet or 132 from the surface,
brought up 2 augur fulls of oak borings, appeared as though the augur ran past along side of a
stick or plank, also through and brought up a few chips of spruce or popalar wood and fiber at
27 feet. Got through the clay into gravel when water commensed to flow as strong as before
carrying up every thing as usual. 33-34 boring through soft clay and sediment of a very fine
sand, a vacency of one foot apparently.
Dec. 6. 37 and 38 feet below bottom, soft clay and blue mud, no water in the pipe.
Dec. 7, Water commenced to flow up again, hole down 40 feet or 150 from the surface, last 2
or 3 feet of a redish dry firm material never having been disturbed. Pulled up the pipe quite
easy, 66 feet long.
Dec. 18, Commenced a hole down at east side of pit to where old borers found their best
borings. Started at 78 feet from top, 2 feet from southeast corner, slanted pipe with a dip of
1 foot in 4 to east and 1 foot in 10 to south.
Dec. 22 Boring through dry and firm clay, apparantly never been disturbed. Bored down 26 feet
or 103 from the surface. Drawed up the pipe.
Third hole.
Dec. 29, Commenced at bottom of pit at east side 3 teet from south east corner at an angle
diping l toot in 27 to east, 1 foot in 50 to north. Boring this hole from tide level. Boring through
soft clay and gravel.
Dec. 31, At 16 feet down brought up a number of peices of wood and fiber and a few peices of
rock.
Jan l:st, 1867, Had to pump out pits to repair pipe.
Jan. 3, Down 28 feet, boring through gravell and mud as in first hole.
Jan. 4, 30 feet down, boring through soft clay and gravel.
Jan. 6, 3 or 4 feet of sediment gravelly clay of a redish colour, more settled down 40 feet.
Jan. 7 - Clay apparently never been disturbed. Drawed up pipe again, 129 feet of pipe, depth of
hole 160 feet, left off work.

Note Regarding Transcript:
The transcript includes the various occurrences of incorrect spelling and grammar. However,
punctuation and paragraphs have been added for better comprehension.
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Transcript by Les MacPhie of hand written report dated January 17, 1867 by John Brown
on Boreholes I, II and III drilled in 1866 at the Oak Island Money Pit
Report submitted to the Directors of The Oak Island Company
[Also known as The Halifax Company]

Walton
Jan. 17th 1867
To
Messrs. W. J. Veith, J D Nash, John Selnes and others
Directors of the Oak Island Company
Gentlemen,
In making a report of the recent boring operations conducted under my superintendence at Oak
Island, it would be superfluous on my part to enter into any of the past history of that remarkable
locality, as doubtless most of the shareholders are better acquainted with it than myself. Before
however entering into a description of the borings, the results obtained, and the conclusions I
have arrived at, I must tender my thanks to Mr. Hill, as well as to Mr. Ross the engineer for their
valuable advice (derived from the interest and experience they have in the undertaking) as
without it, it would have been impossible for me to have completed in so short a time the work
entrusted to me.
The position of affairs previous to the works of the last two months (if I understand rightly was
as follows): The treasure was supposed to have been originally deposited upon a platform built
across the Money Pit at a depth from the surface of some ninety odd feet, and that a tunnel from
Mitchell’s Shaft had undermined it, the whole platform and treasure falling to the bottom of the
pit, where it was thought it would be found; therefore it was required by means of boring to find
the bottom of the unsettled and disturbed ground, and if possible strike the remains of the
platform.
From what I could learn it appears that the present Money Pit is not exactly in the position of the
original one, the bottom of the existing pit containing within its base only about 2 ft of the old
round Money Pit, the latter being to the eastward and in order to arrive in the centre of it, it
became necessary to bore at a slight angle; we had therefore to keep the engine at work and
commenced our operation from a platform erected ten feet from the bottom of the pit. In this
hole (No. I on the plan) we passed through –
1 ft water
5 ft soft mud
½ ft soft wood
4 ft gravel and clay
½ ft mud
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10 ft gravel clay and mud with fibres
6 ft clay and gravel
1 ft oak borings
4 ft clay gravel and sand
1 ft vacant space
25 ft hard settled ground, making in all 58 ft or 166 ft from the original surface.
The water being kept by the engine some 75 ft below the tide level, we were subject to an
immense pressure of water, rising through the boring tubes and it was only by driving the pipes
ahead of the borings that at times we were enabled to save any portions of the ground passed
through. The water appeared to augment until we passed the spot marked on the plan as
vacant space, the augur dropping suddenly one foot, caused no doubt by the great rush of
water clearing away that extent of ground from before the pipe. After passing this place the
ground soon became much harder and the water gradually ceased until about 163 ft it
completely stopped, at 166 ft the ground was very hard and unfortunately at this depth we lost
an augur, and being unable to recover it, abandoned the hole. Having met with the undisturbed
ground at 141 feet from the surface and having been boring at an inclination to the eastward it
was thought possible we had passed through the old round pit and had reached its opposite
side, it was therefore deemed advisable to put down another hole more perpendicular than the
first, so that we might be able to sink further in the pit without danger of coming in contact with
the side.
Being able to accomplish the desired end from the tide level, the engine was stopped and after
planting the end of the pipe in the right direction inclining only one part in twenty to the
eastward, we commenced to bore meeting with nearly the same results as in the previous
borings, passing through –
18 ft soft clay and gravel
8.8 ft clay, gravel, softwood chips, with fibres
4 ft gravel
1 ft augur dropped into a fine sediment
8 ft fine sediment (sandy)
9 ft settled ground
12 ft hard ground, bringing us to a depth of 169 ft
In the last borings which were nearly vertical it will be noticed that we struck the settled ground
at almost the same depth as on the first occasion when boring at a greater angle; it is therefore
beyond doubt that it was not the side of the pit struck in the first instance, but that both of the
holes must have reached the bottom.
The layer of gravel which forms the bottom of the unsettled ground is also (no matter whether
natural or artificial) the channel by which the seawater is brought into the pit; on the first
2
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occasion the rush of water (as before mentioned) greatly increased and also became clearer
and cleaner, but immediately it was passed the water lessened foot by foot (and it would
naturally follow the pipe for some distance) but we found in both holes that after going a few feet
it entirely ceased.
The boring marked III on the plan was commenced 78 ft from the mouth of the pit and was
inclined 1 ft in 4 to the east in order to arrive at the spot where Mr. Graham & Co met with wood,
etc in 1851. Mr. Graham was himself present at the starting of this hole, but from the altered
appearance of the ground was unable to give any exact information as to the bearings it would
be necessary to give in order to explore the ground he passed through. This hole was sunk
25 ft meeting with hard clay which evidently had never been interfered with and having arrived
in the immediate vicinity of Mr. Hill’s tunnel it was useless to continue in that direction.
I should be doing Mr. Graham great injustice did I not believe that he personally is convinced,
that the borings of 1851 actually penetrated the treasure; but it is the easiest thing in the world
for the most honest man to be deceived, especially in connection with borings having for their
purpose the discovery of immense amounts of treasure; one’s imagination is so readily excited
by the supposed proximity of wealth, that we are not in a position to discuss and examine
evidence which under other circumstances would not be for a moment entertained.
Many times I have allowed myself to be carried away with the idea that we were about to strike
something. Doubtless Messrs Graham & Co passed through wood, but when the wood was
brought up in the augur, why did the coin not also come up, from mere curiosity, I often at a
depth of 150 ft threw money into the hole, of course it came up in the augur and I for one should
not be in the least afraid to throw any amount in, and to bring up every piece. If the treasure
existed in layers as was supposed, confined in a chest or even in bags, it is my opinion that
provided the augur once entered it would be impossible for some of the contents not to have
been brought to the surface.
I might also mention that during my operations I frequently passed small layers of gravel, at
which times the grit of the augur so greatly resembled the sound I should fancy would emanate
from gold or silver coin, that it was difficult to undeceive myself until the augur was withdrawn.
Having given you a description of the borings which will be better understood by reference to
the accompanying plan, I will briefly draw your attention to a few of the conclusions I have
arrived at viz: the water course is a natural one, and this being the case it is quite possible to
account for the original sinkage at the surface, the existence of the so-called round Money Pit,
the presence of wood in the disturbed ground as well as the peculiarity of the salt water being
found only in one pit.
As regard the water course, it is not at all likely that any man would excavate a drain so great a
depth below tide level when the same result of flooding the pit could have been accomplished
by bringing a drift in at a much less incline, and consequently at a far less expenditure of time
and labour. If it were an artificial channel it must have been at least 5 feet x 3 or 4 feet in size,
and as the engine could not possibly keep the quantity of water such a tunnel would bring in, it
has been surmised that the drain had become choked, but it could only have been choked by
the surrounding clay, and as it still brings in the seawater with the tremendous pressure
acquired by reason of being some 100 feet below low water, it is impossible to believe that it
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would not soon clear itself; on the contrary however, I understand from those who have watched
it for years passed, that the supply of water neither lessens or increases.
Again, the tunnels with which Mr. Hill fully explored the supposed course of the drain, although
timbered and secured in a manner reflecting great credit on those who executed the work,
having been in existence only a few years, had already in various cases caved in from the
surface, and I cannot but think that a tunnel in existence for 200 years would surely have
distinctly marked its course upon the surface. It has been said that in driving a tunnel from the
shore pit the water burst through from the drain, such being the case the shore pit would be the
first to fill after stopping the pumps, on the other hand it is the last. Were the water brought in
by layers of gravel beneath, of course the deepest pits would be the first to fill leaving the shore
pit until the last.
The original depression on the surface, as well as the old round pit, must be attributed to a
natural caving having taken place from the layer of gravel upwards; such things are by no
means uncommon, it is only a few years since on the Windsor Road that a most curious
instance of this sort occurred. A very tall tree suddenly sank, so that its top most branches were
level with the ground. This was caused by a cavity excavated by a subterraneous watercourse.
At Oak Island at the present time, there is to be seen a depression on the surface, similar to the
mouth of the old pit and probably caused by the same means. The cavings to Mr. Hill’s tunnels
show that it required but an excavation of 7 ft in height to cause a slip of 100 feet and what is
still more curious, is, that these are round or nearly so, in shape.
The old diggers assert, and subsequent investigation has proved that the so-called old Money
Pit was not only round, but that it seemed to incline to the east. Now it would be impossible
without very secure timbering, to sink through the clay that is found there, in any, but a
perpendicular direction; the overhanging part not being able to support itself; no mention has I
believe ever been made of any timber having been found.
It seems also absolutely impossible that providing there had been a platform across the pit, that
the two holes we put to the bottom should not have struck some portion of it; if we were to
believe that it is there it would also be necessary to believe that it has by some miraculous
means, all been stowed away in a small corner so as to escape the borings.
Should the ground have caved in (as I suppose) it would be broken up and very easy to remove.
At a depth of 90 feet it may have become sufficiently consolidated to resist for a time the rising
of the water, or until the diggers should have removed enough weight to allow the pressure of
water to burst through and rise to tide level. The water having once raised through the clay, at
every baling, the whole of the chips, wood and chain, or anything else left by previous workers
would naturally sink and get mixed up, penetrating the soft clay until hard bottom was reached.
The above has been exactly verified by the borings, scarcely an augur could be brought up
without containing some particles of wood, but after passing the layer of gravel and getting into
the settled ground, not a trace of any foreign substance could be discovered. In believing that
the whole mystery can be attributed to the hand of nature, it becomes necessary to disbelieve
some of the old traditions and although I do not wish to insist upon all the details of my theory
being correct, yet if it succeeds in proving the possibility of its being a freak of nature, it must in
a great measure banish the probability of its being the work of man.
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It may appear strange that the conclusion I have arrived at (if correct) were not come to long
ago, persons might naturally think that the vast sums of money expended on the island, would
never have been spent, had there not been sufficient proof to convince even the most sceptical
that the treasure lay buried there. Tradition, hearsay evidence, and lastly the indomitable pluck
and energy of those concerned have done more towards influencing the outflow of capital by
succeeding companies than any actual evidence.
The tremendous amount of work which has been accomplished, more especially under Mr. Hill’s
direction has, so far as I am able to judge, been carried on under the firm conviction that the
treasure was there, the object was to get at it, and I believe that had it been there Mr. Hill’s
works would have succeeded in reaching it. The whole difficulty has arisen from the fact that it
has been taken for granted, that the disturbed condition of the ground, the watercourse etc,
were only to be attributed to artificial means whereas had one hundredth part of the capital been
devoted towards testing the possibility of its being the work of nature, I think the Oak Island
problem would have been solved years ago.
I am Gentlemen
Yours v truly
John Brown

Notes Regarding Transcript and Newspaper Article:
1. The underlining in the transcript is according to the hand written version of the report.
2. The “plan” attached to the Brown report is actually an east to west section through the
borings. The “plan” is attached to this transcript in three sheets followed by one sheet
showing the three sheets combined.
3. A newspaper article regarding the borings is attached at the end of this transcript.
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Record of Boreholes I, II and III Drilled in 1867 (Sheet 1 of 3)

No II Bored
from tide level

Platform for No III
78 ft from mouth of Pit or
83 feet from original
surface
No III
5 ft spruce
branches and
old timbers

Present Money Pit

20 ft dry settled
ground, hard clay
and gravel

Searching for the
wood etc Graham
found in 1861

Platform for No I
102 from surface

1 ft water when
engine is pumping

3 ft mud
5 ft mud
112 ft from surface

1/2 ft soft wood

4 ft gravel and clay
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Record of Boreholes I, II and III Drilled in 1867 (Sheet 2 of 3)
1/2 ft mud
18 ft soft clay and gravel
10 ft clay, gravel and
mud with fibres and chips

Soft wood chips

8 ft - 8
Clay, gravel, chips, fibres etc

6 ft clay and gravel

1 ft oak borings

Supposed water cause
– 4 ft layer of gravel and sand

1 ft vacant space

1 ft auger dropped into fine sediment

8 ft very fine sandy sediments

Water Commenced to Diminish

9 ft settled ground

Very hard clay
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Record of Boreholes I, II and III Drilled in 1867 (Sheet 3 of 3)

Water stopped
12 ft hard ground

58 ft or 166 ft from
the original surface

Auger hole
132 ft from tide level or
169 from original surface

Very hard
The depths are calculated from
the original surface the Money
Pit being taken at 112
East to West Section of the Oak Island Borings
by John Brown Jan. 1867

Scale 21/2 ft to 1 inch
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Record of Boreholes I, II and III Drilled in 1867 (Sheets 1 to 3 combined)
Sheet 1 of 3

Borehole
No III

Sheet 2 of 3

Borehole
No I
Borehole
No II

Sheet 3 of 3
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Article in Halifax Sun and Advertiser on January 11, 1867
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Transcript by Les MacPhie of hand written letter
from W. Chappell to F Blair regarding the 1897 Borings.
(This letter likely accompanied the notes which are transcribed on the following page)

Oak Island, Sept 23 rd, 1897
Dear Blair
Your letter of the 17 th inst to hand and contents noted and I will try to do as you request.
Although I know that it is not my place to keep you posted when you have a Manager for that
purpose. It appears that he won’t so I will do the best I can while I am here. I enclose a short
account of the borings in Money Pit on which yu can rely to be as correct a any you have or will
get.
No, we have not heard of the piece of parchment that you found in the stuff we bored out of
Money Pit. I do not think it at all possible that it was put in here after it came out of pit. I might
ask, is it possible that it got mixed after Mr. Putman took it away. Find the one that found the
parchment first and if it was put in he knows who did it.
Of course there is a lot of people that will not believe that it came out of the pit, it would be the
same if we got gold. Those are the ones that will not get much of the treasure. “Oh ye of little
faith” etc.

No Signature
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Transcript by Les MacPhie of hand written notes by W. Chappell re 1897 Borings
Boring in Money Pit
We have sunk 3 holes in Money Pit with drill. First hole 132 ft deep, at 126' struck what we
believed to be wood, could not get pipe down by it, went down to 132' with small drill.
Second hole at 126 ft struck iron, drove pipe down to it but could not get it any deeper. We then
put on a 11/2" drill and went down to 153 ft through soft clay at this depth. Struck what we
thought to be wood then put on an auger and bored 5" when auger dropped 2" and struck on
something hard. Pulled up auger and found on it mixed with clay a few small pieces of wood.
Tried drill again and drilled through about 4" of something hard but it did not cut or sound like
stone when getting through. This drill worked down about 18" through stuff in small pieces
which would fall in hole made by drill. At this depth struck on a hard solid surface, the same we
passed through but did not go through it. Wanted to get down to the wood so we put down a
11/2" pipe inside the 3" that we started with, drove it down to 154 ft, did not strike wood, put
down drill and found that the pipe did not follow the hole the drill had made and we did not strike
the wood or metal that we bored into. Went down with drill to 180 ft through soft ground, at this
depth soil appeared to be harder. In this hole at 120 ft got several pieces of hardwood bark.
Third hole through hard clay to 123 ft, soft clay and stones to 135 ft, then through stuff that I
cannot describe to 157 ft. At 153 ft struck what we thought was wood but drill worked down by
it, drove pipe down solid ground, drilled from 157' to 160 ft through soft light coloured sand
stone or cement cuttings when compared looked just like cement. From 160' to 171' through
soft material as above 157'. At 171' struck something hard and solid, drilled on it for about 2
hours going down about 1/4", tried sand pump and brought up several pieces of iron. We again
tried drill making it sharp and tempering it for iron. Worked drill for about 2 hours going down
less than 1/4" and in sand pump brought up one or two pieces of iron. Drill showed …. ware,
gave a few raps on stone with it which took the edge off.
This is the last boring we did there and we think it not necessary to do any more. If the proof we
now have of a treasure is not sufficient to convince people that there is one here, they would not
believe if we should show it. The only proof we now want is can we get it and we can only
prove that by trying.
We got water in last hole below 160 ft, connected pump to the guard pipe and could get about
….. gals per minute. Water was salt and while pumping lowered the water a little in pits, we will
not attempt to explain this. Ask someone that has never been here the reason why.
W. Chappell
Note: I have guessed at a few words which were not clear or cropped in the hand written copy
and have left out a couple of words for the same reason. However, this does not affect the
basic information in the notes.
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